
 

 

BUG title sequence 
Director: Miland Suman 
Sound Design: Tim Stevens,  
The Auditory 
 
Joywave – Something New 
Director: Keith Schofield 
Production Company: Caviar 
Record Company: Cultco Music/ 
Hollywood Records 
US 2015  
 
The Staves – Black & White 
Director: Jack Whiteley 
Production Company: Rattling Stuff 
Record Company: Atlantic 
UK 2015 
 
Panda Bear – Boys Latin 
Director: Encyclopedia Pictura 
Production Company: Ghost Robot 
Record Company: Domino 
US 2014 
 
Spoon – Do You 
Director: Hiro Murai 
Production Company: Doomsday Ent 
Record Company: Merge 
US 2014 
 
Childish Gambino – Sober 
Director: Hiro Murai 
Production Company: Doomsday Ent 
Record Company: Glassnote 
US 2015 
 
Royal Blood – Out of the Black 
Directors: David Wilson,  
Christy Karacas 
Production Company: Colonel Blimp 
Record Company: Warner Music 
UK/US 2015 
 
Clipping – Summertime 
Director: Carlos Lopez Estrada 
Production Company: Doomsday Ent 
Record Company: Sub Pop 
US 2015 
 
Dralms – Crushed Pleats 
Director: Ewan Jones Morris 
Record Company: Full Time Hobby 
UK/Canada 2015 
 
Sleater-Kinney – A New Wave 
Director: Bernard Derriman 
Production Company:  
Bento Box Productions 
Record Company: Sub Pop 
US 2015 
 
Noel Gallagher’s High Flying Birds – 
Ballad of the Mighty I 
Director: John Hardwick 
Production Company: My Accomplice 
Record Company: Sour Mash 
UK 2015 
 
Hundred Waters – Innocent 
Director: Jérémy Clapin 
Production Company: Family Artists 
Record Company: OWSLA/K7/Traffic 
France/US 2015 
 
 

 Welcome to BUG 46, and our very first show of 2015. And it is an auspicious 
occasion for another reason: after his sabbatical, his Year in the (BUG) Wilderness, 
we are delighted to welcome Adam Buxton back to hosting duties for our latest 
round-up of the best recent work in music video. Expect to see some exceptional 
work, supplemented by Adam’s own distinctive observations and plenty of other 
goodies stored inside the hallowed Buxton laptop.  

But we start tonight’s proceedings with the latest video by New York indie rock band 
Joywave, directed by perennial BUG favourite Keith Schofield. For Joywave’s 
Something New, Keith has taken the phenomenon of skateboard videogame glitches 
to a new level of tomfoolery. What appears like a conventional skate video, quickly 
transforms into a parallel universe of impossible skate tricks and super-disasters – all 
inspired by the physics-defying wrongness that can happen in videogames like Tony 
Hawkes’ Pro Skater series. 

British director Jack Whiteley’s video for folk-rock sisters The Staves’ song 
Black & White establishes its delicious conceit from the start: the lady 
newsreader of an 80s Australian TV news show discovers that her suave co-
host (and husband) is cheating on her with the weathergirl, just as the show 
is about to go on air. What follows is a wonderfully orchestrated scenario 
building the tension between what the viewers are seeing on their TVs, and 
the meltdown happening in the studio, barely off-camera.  

Another of our favourite directing teams, Encyclopedia Pictura, returned 
after a long hiatus late last year with a video for Metronomy. Now the San 
Francisco-based collective have followed that up with their first all-CGI 
work for Panda Bear’s Boys Latin. As with much of their work, this is concerned 
with the wonder of nature, heading into the realm of the fantastic. It’s a 
seashore adventure whose characters are affected by mysterious aqueous 
fauna. The result is a beautiful vision, with mesmerising music, and echoes of 
the great Hayao Miyazaki’s work at the Studio Gibli animation studios. 

Another director who has featured regularly at BUG during the past year is 
Hiro Murai. The Japanese-American director’s exceptional work in 2014 
secured him the Best Director gong at the UK Music Video Awards, and we 
have two more of his videos tonight. The first for US indie darlings Spoon’s 
Do You has the band’s frontman Britt Daniel driving slowly through Los 
Angeles as it’s being destroyed by mysterious forces. A witty take on 
catastrophe and disaster is made possible by Hiro’s signature use of visual 
effects, making some humans much bigger than others. 

His second video is the latest in an ongoing collaboration with the American 
comedian, actor and hip-hop artist Childish Gambino, and also has the 
recognisable traits of their previous work together – conceptual simplicity, 
measured pacing, and a very distinctive off-kilter mood. Sober features a great 
performance by Donald Glover, aka Gambino, as he attempts to woo a young 
lady in a deserted LA fast-food outlet while being the complete opposite of sober.   

David Wilson’s work is also familiar at BUG, a hugely imaginative director at 
home in both live action and animation. Occasionally he brings the two 
together, as he’s done with his new video for the sensationally successful 
new British rock duo Royal Blood. It’s a high-octane action-comedy-horror 
involving a gas station heist by a psychotic alien inside a giant Easter bunny 
suit – and his pals. The conceit is having the live action set the scene for some 
unfeasible alien and extravagantly gory animation created by Christy Karacas – 
the man behind one of Wilson’s favourite TV cartoon shows, Superjail!  

Carlos Lopez Estrada has emerged as one of the best young directors working in 
music videos in the US with a prolific output ranging from animation to 
narrative projects. Last year he started working with LA hip hop outfit Clipping, 
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Mr Oizo – Ham 
Director: Eric Wareheim 
Record Company: Brainfeeder 
US/France 2014 
 
Cruisr – All Over 
Director: Chris Carboni 
Production Company: Carboni Studio 
Record Company: Vagrant Records 
US 2014 
 
Skrillex – Doompy Poomp 
Director: Fleur & Manu 
Production Company: Division 
Record Company: OWSLA 
France/US 2015 
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making two videos combining live action and quirky use of VFX. Their 
wonderful just-released third collaboration for Summertime has a similar 
approach, adding cutouts of the rappers’ mouths to numerous unsuspecting 
residents of Venice Beach, to marvellous effect.  

Cardiff-based filmmaker Ewan Jones Morris swings from working with his 
colleague Casey Raymond on music videos and art projects, and solo 
projects like his new video for Vancouver-based electronic pop band 
Dralms’ Crushed Pleats, which uses morphing effects to create some slightly 
disturbing transformations – starting with changing between a young man 
and woman before moving on to everyday objects and body parts. 

Following a triumphant return to action with their new album No Cities to Love, 
Sleater-Kinney have recruited the creators of US animated sitcom Bob’s Burgers 
to make the video for A New Wave. In the clip S-K’s Carrie, Corin, and Janet 
make a magical appearance when Tina Belcher, elder daughter of the show’s 
Belcher clan and trainee riot grrrl, starts playing their CD. 

Next comes the latest Noel Gallagher video, an unlikely turn of events 
considering Noel’s well-publicised antipathy to making them. Thanks to 
veteran director John Hardwick, Noel is transformed into an impressive screen 
performer in the video for Ballad of the Mighty I. John uses Noel’s disdain for the 
medium to his advantage, with a video within a video device that sees Noel 
tolerating an annoying hipster video director through gritted teeth, as things 
get strange around him. 

We return with our round-up of the best new work in music videos with French 
director/animator/illustrator Jérémy Clapin’s all-CGI animated music video for 
Florida band Hundred Waters’ track Innocent, in which a robot vacuum cleaner 
on a spacecraft is having big problems doing its job. A mysterious bug 
infestation – and crew depletion – is captured by on-board CCTV and the POV 
of the little robot who’s not quite as homicidal as 2001’s HAL, but is like a sort 
of a distant accident-prone relative. 

Next up is the latest video for French DJ producer Mr Oizo’s track Ham – and 
where you find Mr Oizo, you inevitably find Flat Eric. However, in Eric Wareheim’s 
video, Eric is just the agent provocateur in a lurid satire that, in true Wareheim 
fashion, tests the boundaries of decorum and taste. John C Reilly and Kyle 
Pacek play classic Wareheim grotesques, in a parallel America where everyone 
is obese, vicious or terrified, and packing heat. And that’s not good news 
when everyone wants to get their hands on the last Flat Eric in the shop. 

In his delightful hand-drawn animation for Philadelphian indie pop band 
Cruisr’s All Over, New York-based director/designer/animator Chris Carboni 
has gracefully referenced every iconic movie double act under the sun – and 
over the rainbow. This is a beautifully fluid illustrated history of cinema 
from Taxi Driver to Seven, and many classic films in between. It’s a video that 
actually encourages a sort of parlour game participation from its viewers. So 
how many movies will you recognise? 

In recent years, music videos referencing the time loop device of classic movie 
Groundhog Day have become quite common. But French directing team Fleur & 
Manu’s video for American DJ titan Skrillex’s Doompy Poomp is an explicit 
tribute to Bill Murray’s greatest comedy, down to the wintry middle American 
setting. But Fleur & Manu riff on the concept with zany brilliance, as an 
arrogant redneck blowhard has to figure out how not to have his bank visit end 
in disappointment.   

So hope you enjoy our show, and we look forward to seeing you for BUG 47, 
when the weather outside will be a lot warmer. 
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Join the BFI to take priority! 
Many of our films and special events sell out 
during the member priority booking period. Join 
today for just £35 (£20 concessions). 

! Priority booking for all films, previews and 
festivals including The Times BFI London Film 
Festival  

! 2 free tickets for the same screening and £1 
off tickets for you and up to 3 guests at the 
BFI Southbank or the BFI IMAX (excluding 
The Times BFI London Film Festival) 

! A monthly booklet delivered direct to your 
door 

! 20% off BFI books, DVDs and an annual BFI 
Library Pass 

! 35% off an annual Sight & Sound magazine 
subscription (save £16)  

! Exclusive website offering a free short film 
download each month 

BFI Membership helps to save film for future 
generations to enjoy - pick up a leaflet in the foyer, 
visit the Box Office, telephone 020 7815 1374 or 
visit www.bfi.org.uk/membership 
 

BFI SOUTHBANK 
There’s more to discover about film and television 
through the BFI. Our world-renowned archive, 
cinemas, festivals, films, publications and learning 
resources are here to inspire you. 
At BFI Southbank, you can book or pick up 
your tickets at a new box office and 
information centre. 
Browse for books and DVDs in the Filmstore.  
Choose from our vast collection of film and 
TV to view for free in the Mediatheque, a 
brilliant new space designed by award-
winning architects Adjaye/Associates. 
Check out artists’ film and video work in the 
Gallery. 
Meet friends, relax, have a drink or 
something to eat in our new benugo bar/café. 
See films or take part in wide-ranging 
debates, discussions and events in The Studio 
or one of our three refurbished cinemas. 


